Jackie Strange transcripts

About helping to make opportunities for other women.

I worked with them [women] and as I as I was promoted to positions I really worked hard to identify other women as I went along to identify those who I thought showed that they had capabilities of being managers and I always would look around and would find those that I thought qualified to be managers and I would give them the opportunity to uh, and I would talk to them and if I felt that they really proved, to me, that they had those capabilities, I would put them in positions. And if they then proved that they really had managerial qualities then I would put them in jobs, and if they proved then that they had experience, or they had capabilities, then I would put them in positions so that they then could move on up in their careers. And it was always so rewarding to see the people that I had identified as having manager capabilities, to see them move on up in their careers. There were so many of them that really proved to me that they were quite capable of becoming great managers and I saw so many of them just flourish then, and really became great managers as they moved along in their careers. And that to me was one of the my greatest pleasures as I moved on up in my career. To see those people who were sort of sitting aside and didn't have the opportunity, no one had given the opportunity to find someone and then I would give them opportunity and they would just would become really great managers. I can think of several right now that come to mind and they just became really great managers, and that I think was one of my greatest joys, was seeing those women you know become know really great managers and an asset to the postal service.